into battle
that freedom, will not be trampled down, that a truer progress will
open, and a broader justice will reign. And we are determined
to play our part worthily, faithfully, and to the end.
So far the war in the West has fallen almost solely upon the
Royal Navy, and upon those parts of the Royal Air Force who give
the Navy invaluable help. But I think you will agree that up to date
the Navy has not failed the nation. Continual losses there have
been, and continual losses there will be. When you remember that
we have hundreds of warships always running risks upon the sea
in order to protect thousands of British and neutral merchant-ships
spread about the vast ocean spaces of the globe, or crowding in to
our Island gateways, you will realise that we shall have to pay an
unrelenting toE for the mastery of the seas. Many hundreds of
Naval homes in our dockyard cities have been darkened by
irreparable loss. I am sure the sympathy and affection of the
British people goes out to our sailormen—Royal Navy, Merchant
Marine, trawlers, minesweepers, fisherfolk, and all who love them
and depend upon them as they toil day by day and night by night
upon the dangerous stormy waters, doing their duty with unrivalled
skill and with cheerful, unquestioning courage, that we may eat our
daily bread each day, and that our cause may prosper.
Let no one therefore be disheartened when he reads of daily
losses, or listens to them reiterated by the B.B.C. Let all remember
that now, at the end of five months of vehement Naval war, it is
five hundred to one against any ship which obeys Admiralty in-
structions and joins a British convoy being sunk, and that out of
nearly seven thousand five hundred ships convoyed, only fifteen
have been lost; that our convoy system is becoming more refined
and rapid as the weeks go by; that the volume of our imports
and exports, inevitably checked by change from peace to war, is
now steadily increasing; that the ships we have captured and the
ships we have built have almost made good the losses we have
sttfiered; and that very important reinforcements are approaching
both our Navy and our merchant shipping to meet new dangers
and new assaults which may very easily come upon us in the future.
We are embarking upon a widespread system of rationing.
That is not because there is danger of famine or because the Navy
has not done its part in keeping open the oceans, the seas and the
harbours. We are rationing ourselves because we wish to save
every ton of imports, to increase our output of munitions, and to
maintain and extend our export trade, thus gaining the foreign
credits wherewith to buy more munitions and more materials of
r> in order that the whole life-energy of the British nation and of
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